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   “This is a book that breaks my heart and then makes it bigger. I am changed 
     by it and grateful..” 
                        -Chrisann Brennan, author of The Bite In The Apple 
                                                          

       "Know this, please. Every one of us has a story. Kevin's life is a heart-filled 
      basket full of them. Wherever his attention wanders, follow it. Down that path 
      waits insight and inspiration, humor and hope, for all of us" 
                               -Eldon Hughes, www.ifoundaknife.com 
                                                           

       "People who survive, and thrive, through the challenges of a harsh  
   upbringing often become determined, compassionate, and empathetic, and 
 wonderful story tellers. Kevin Honeycutt is the epitome of all of this, and through 
    this book, we will all learn extraordinary life lessons that we must share with  
                                                others in our life." 
                  -Angela Maiers, author of The Passion Driven Classroom
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As you dive into this book please note that these are simple stories written with my voice 
and transposed by a talented, brilliant and funny woman named Terri. None of this would 
be possible without her. Additionally I’ll tell you that if you’re expecting a novel or 
anything recognizable as a regular book you’re apt to be confused. It’s best to just relax, 
sit back and let this happen to you. Thanks for taking a little time to see and hopefully 
learn from my journey. 

Kevin Honeycutt 



Thanks to my Mom. My quest to make you proud resulted in all of the successes that 
I’ve had. Thank you for being you and for protecting this creative, sensitive kid from so 
many bad things. 

Thanks to my son Benjamin for inspiring me daily. Your writing and drive to write have 
made me want to do the same. 

Thanks to my friend Terri. Your wit, wisdom and creativity have made this book possible. 

Thanks to my beautiful wife Michele. Everything I am or will be was purchased by your 
love. 

Thanks to my new little boy Gibson. Your arrival has made me young again. The future I 
see in your eyes drives me to be there to see as much of it as possible. 


